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1. Introduction
Wikitude 4 offers an entirely new way to allow users to contribute their content to Wikitude. This
document briefly describes how this works.
Wikitude 4 offers the following ways to contribute content:



Simple Map-Interface to add single Points of Interest (POIs)
Upload-Functionality to upload many POIs at once

2. Getting Started
All functionality is accessible on www.wikitude.me
In order to contribute content to Wikitude, you first need to login. But no worries, there’s no need to
remember a new User ID and a new password for Wikitude.me – you can use your Facebook-,
Twitter-, Google- or Yahoo!-Username and password.

Once you’re logged in, you can start contributing content!

3. Map-Interface
The map-interface should be used if you just want to add a few things to Wikitude, like a beautiful
swimming spot, your favorite beer garden or – in our case – one of the most beautiful spots in
Sydney to see the Harbour Bridge and the Sydney Opera House: “Mrs Macquaire's Chair”.
First, click on “Map” in the navigation bar on the top right side of the screen. Type “Sydney” into the
search field and click “Go to”. The map will move to Sydney, and you can see which POIs were
already added by other Wikitude.me-Users in and around Sydney.

To add a new POI to the map, click “Add POI” on the right side of the screen. Next, click on the map
where the new POI should be situated. On the right side of the screen, you can now enter data for
this POI.

Finally, click “Save” to save the POI. By the way, if you find out that you somehow misplaced the POI,
you can still move it on the map by just clicking on it and dragging it over the map to its correct
location.

The POIs will show up in the Wikitude World Browser as POIs in the “Wikitude.me”-Overlay. Usually,
the POIs will show up instantly in the Wikitude World Browser. However, especially in areas without
other Wikitude.me-POIs close by, it might take up to one day until our system finds out that a new
POI was entered.
If you find out that someone else marked the location of a POI somehow wrong, or the information
given in a POI is not correct, just click the POI and update the data itself or the location on the map.
In Wikitude.me – just like Wikipedia - everything is public, everyone can contribute, everyone can
edit! However, please keep in mind that Mobilizy is running a review process on the POIs updated in
the database. If we find out that something posted to Wikitude.me is against the law or very much
inappropriate, we will delete the POI and check the ID which performed the update.

4. KML and ARML Upload
The above solution is fine for people adding small amounts of POIs which usually don’t have a lot in
common - but what about people willing to contribute many POIs which are possibly somehow
related? Just take the example of a (fictitious) local car-rental company “Rent-a-buddy”, having more
than 30 offices in Vienna, Salzburg, Linz and many other towns in Austria. It might take a very long
time to add them all to Wikitude.me by clicking on the map. Moreover, the company would like to
have the POIs specially branded to mark that the POIs are offices of “Rent-a-buddy”, which is not
possible in the map-interface.
For cases like this, Wikitude.me provides an upload functionality where the company can upload all
their offices at once. The POIs must be stored in KML or – even better – ARML standard. Descriptions
of the standards can be found at http://code.google.com/apis/kml/documentation (KML) and
http://www.openarml.org/wikitude4.html (ARML).
We now assume that you already have a KML or ARML file you would like to upload. If you don’t
have it and you don’t know how to create a KML or ARML file, please read section 5 first.
4.1 Upload a KML file
Click “KML” in the navigation bar on the top right section of the screen. A new form shows up,
requesting you to enter some data related to the KML file:








The title of the KML file will identify your KML in the Wikitude World Browser. A typical title
would be your company or brand name or the keyword all the POIs in your KML have in
common (for us, it’s Rent-a-buddy Car Rental Offices).
The description section should briefly describe your content. The description shows up in the
Overview page of the Wikitude World Browser to let the user know more about the content
(Rent-a-buddy is a car rental company focusing on the Austrian market. We have all types of
cars available for short and long term rental.).
You can use tags (a comma separated list) to link some keywords to your content. Tags are
not yet used, but in the future searches which match one or more of your keywords will rank
your content higher to give your content some spotlight exposure (car,rental,rent,buddy).
The Provider URL serves as a link to your webpage. The user will always see your logo when
one of your POIs is selected in the Wikitude World Browser. Clicking this logo will guide the
user to your webpage (http://www.rent-a-buddy.at)







The author of the content will be displayed in future versions in the Overview Screen
together with the description of the content (Rent-a-buddy Inc.).
The language is optional. If your content is written in a specific language, you should choose
it here.
The icon (optional) must be a png-file, 32x32px. It will be displayed on the marker to
highlight a POI as a Rent-a-buddy-POI.
The logo (optional) must be a png-file, 96x96px. When the user clicks on a Rent-a-buddy-POI,
the logo is displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
The KML file holds the data itself.

After entering the data, click “Save” to finish and upload the data.

On the right side of the screen, you can see all KMLs you have already entered in the system. You can
click on it to change any fields you want, upload a new icon, logo or KML file to replace the old one or
delete the KML entirely from Wikitude. To add a new KML file, click “Cancel” at the bottom to get a
blank new form, and start over again.
To check if everything went well, you can click on “Google Maps” at the bottom of the screen to see
if the POIs are at the correct position in the map. Additionally, to check how your POIs will appear in
the Wikitude World Browser, click on “Preview” to check the icon and logo.

4.2 Upload an ARML file
Uploading an ARML file is easier, since all the information one needs to enter for uploading a KML file
are already entered in an ARML file. Plus, it’s possible to add multiple overlays in one step, just follow
the ARML specification precisely.
To upload an ARML, click “ARML” in the navigation bar on the top right section of the screen. A new
form shows up, requesting you to just set the path to the ARML file.

5. Appendix
5.1 Create a KML file
There are two obvious ways to create a KML file:
1. Generate your KML file by using Google Earth
2. Type it yourself (if you know about XML)
To keep it simple, we assume that you’d like to create the KML file by using the Google Earth
interface. To create a KML-file in Google Earth, you first need to install and run Google Earth
(http://earth.google.com/). Now, move to the location you’d like to add a POI to, and click on the
yellow marker icon in the top menu bar to add a POI. A new menu pops up, and you can add the
name and description to the POI as well as changing the location by dragging the yellow marker on
the map.

Please make sure that in the “Altitude”-section of the POI-menu you select “Absolute”. If you would
like to set a particular altitude, you can do it here. If you enter 0, Wikitude will check the altitude by
itself. All other altitude-measurements are currently not supported and may lead to inaccurate
results.

Continue until you have added all the POIs you would like to upload to Wikitude on the map.
When you’re done right-click on “My Places” in the “Places”-menu on the left side of the screen and
click “Save Place As”. Choose kml as the file type and save the file somewhere on your disk, and you
are done!
5.2 Create an ARML file
Creating an ARML file can be done




by using a KML-File and transforming it to an ARML file
by writing ARML by hand (if you know XML)
by using a web-based GUI (not yet available, but coming soon)

Generating an ARML file from scratch is rather straight-forward, just follow the specification given on
http://www.openarml.org/wikitude4.html.
Generating an ARML from a KML file is similar. Open the KML-file you just created in a text editor and
delete all sections but the <Placemark>-sections. Now, follow the specification stated in
http://www.openarml.org to




define the <ar:provider>-sections
link your placemarks to the <ar:provider> defined on top of the file
add some additional information to your placemarks, like a phone number, address,
thumbnails etc.

The following example transforms a KML file (which holds only one placemark) to an ARML file:
1. Delete red sections from the generated KML, namely
Unnecessary namespaces like gx or atom

Any Style- and StyleMap-Information
Everything from the Placemark except name, description and point (holding the
coordinates)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2"
xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2"
xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2"
xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
<Document>
<name>rent-a-buddy.kml</name>
<Style id="sn_ylw-pushpin">
<IconStyle>
<scale>1.1</scale>
<Icon>
<href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/pushpin/ylwpushpin.png</href>
</Icon>
<hotSpot x="20" y="2" xunits="pixels" yunits="pixels"/>
</IconStyle>
</Style>
<StyleMap id="msn_ylw-pushpin">
<Pair>
<key>normal</key>
<styleUrl>#sn_ylw-pushpin2</styleUrl>
</Pair>
<Pair>
<key>highlight</key>
<styleUrl>#sh_ylw-pushpin2</styleUrl>
</Pair>
</StyleMap>
<Folder>
<name>Meine Orte</name>
<visibility>0</visibility>
<open>1</open>
<Placemark>
<name>Rent-a-buddy Office Vienna West</name>
<description>The Rent-a-buddy Office in Vienna West, very
close to the city’s main station.
Phone: 0043 1 123456789
E-Mail: office_vienna_west@rentabuddy.com
</description>
<visibility>0</visibility>
<Camera>
<longitude>16.35978423666323</longitude>
<latitude>48.19898341784327</latitude>
<altitude>0</altitude>
<heading>-3.23062483148403</heading>
<tilt>0.04612397934334594</tilt>
<roll>-3.779048180367987</roll>
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround</altitudeMode>
</Camera>
<styleUrl>#msn_ylw-pushpin</styleUrl>
<Point>
<coordinates>16.33630854232613,48.19801167090942,0</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
</Folder>
</Document>

</kml>

2. Add green sections
Necessary namespaces
<ar:provider>-sections
The mapping between Placemark and Provider
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2"
xmlns:wikitude="http://www.openarml.org/arml/ext/2.2"
xmlns:wikitudeInternal="http://www.openarml.org/arml/ext/2.2"
xmlns:ar="http://www.openarml.org/arml/ext/2.2">
<Document>
<ar:provider id="rent-a-buddy">
<ar:name>
<![CDATA[Rent-a-buddy Car Rental Offices]]>
</ar:name>
<ar:description>
<![CDATA[Rent-a-buddy is a car rental company focusing on
the Austrian market. We have all types of cars available for short and long
term rental.]]>
</ar:description>
<wikitudeInternal:author>
<![CDATA[Rent-a-buddy Inc.]]>
</wikitudeInternal:author>
<wikitude:providerUrl>
<![CDATA[http://www.rent-a-buddy.at]]>
</wikitude:providerUrl>
<wikitude:tags>
<![CDATA[car,rental,rent,buddy]]>
</wikitude:tags>
<wikitude:logo>
<![CDATA[http://a_url_to_the_logo.png]]>
</wikitude:logo>
<wikitude:icon>
<![CDATA[http://a_url_to_the_icon.png]]>
</wikitude:icon>
</ar:provider>
<Placemark>
<ar:provider>1</ar:provider>
<name>Rent-a-buddy Office Vienna West</name>
<description>The Rent-a-buddy Office in Vienna West, very close to
the city’s main station.
Phone: 0043 1 123456789
E-Mail: office_vienna_west@rentabuddy.com
</description>
<Point>
<coordinates>16.33630854232613,48.19801167090942,0</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
</Document>
</kml>

3. In the third step, you can now add all the additional information ARML is capable of, namely
<wikitude:thumbnail> (containing a URL to a thumbnail displayed in the bubble)
<wikitude:phone> (a phone number which can be called from within Wikitude)
<wikitude:email> (an email which will be used if a user would like to write an email
to this POI)
<wikitude:address> (the address of the POI used to guide a user to the POI)
<wikitude:url> (the webpage of the POI)

<wikitude:attachment> (a URL to an attachment which can be downloaded by the
user on request)
All this data is optional, but is one of the huge powers of ARML, so you’re very much
encouraged to use it. If at least one of the data is entered, the user can click on the
“Information”-button in the bubble of the POI and will then be able to perform the
actions stated above (if the appropriate data is available).
<Placemark>
<ar:provider>1</ar:provider>
<name>Rent-a-buddy Office Vienna West</name>
<description>The Rent-a-buddy Office in Vienna West, very close to
the city’s main station.
Phone: 0043 1 123456789
E-Mail: office_vienna_west@rentabuddy.com
</description>
<wikitude:info>
<wikitude:thumbnail>
http://www.link_to_thumbnail.com
<wikitude:thumbnail>
<wikitude:phone>
00431123456789
</wikitude:phone>
<wikitude:email>
any@email.com
</wikitude:email>
<wikitude:address>
Wien Westbahnhof, Gasse 5, Vienna, Austria
</wikitude:address>
<wikitude:url>
http://www.myoffice.com
</wikitude:url>
<wikitude:attachment>
http://www.myoffice.com/attachment.pdf
</wikitude:attachment>
</wikitude:info>
<Point>
<coordinates>16.33630854232613,48.19801167090942,0</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>

